
Emergency plan and conduct rules 
for Figeholms guestharbour

Conduct rules 
Electrical equipment: 
Deficient contacts, cables or other electrical equipment may not be connected  to 
the harbour power outlets. It is not allowed to use electric heaters or electric 
water heaters.
The electric system is not dimensioned for this.

Barbecuing / grilling:
Due to fire hazard the following is very important.
Barbecuing/grilling using charcoal is only permitted on the permanent grills. If 
disposable grill is used this must bee placed on the permanent grill. 
It is very important that extreme precaution is observed when  barbecuing/grilling 
It is PROHIBITED to barbecue/grill on the docks and the lawn.

In the boat:
Candles, kerosine lamps or similar must be handled with precaution due to        
the fire hazard. If you are not using the LPG on board please close the main     
LPG-valve.
It is prohibited to refill gasoline or diesel fuel at the guest spots in the harbour.
If you notice that anyone doesn´t follow the rules or that you need some more 
information please contact:  

              
 Harbour host +46-70 373 54 46

IF AN ACCIDENT OCCURS CALL 112 

Tip: Always have a functioning smoke alarm and fire extinguisher on board. 
Perform leakage test of the LPG equipment at least once a year.
Did you know that only approx. 30% of all  recreational boats are equipped     
with smoke alarm. This should be compared to that approx. 90% of all houses 
and appartments are equipped with smoke alarms.



Emergency plan 
The number of recreational boats belonging to the harbour is approx. 200.
The number of guest spots for recreational boats is approx 30 + greenmarked spots.
  
Rescue equipment is available at the following locations in the 
harbour 
Rescue ladders fixed 3pcs Gamla kajen
Rescue ladders mobile 1pc   Gamla kajen, 1pc Vasakajen,1pc Vedudden
Lifebuoys  3pcs Gamla kajen, 2pcs Vasakajen,1pc Vedudden,
  1pc Löjviken 
Rescue hooks  1pc Gamla kajen, 1pc Vasakajen,1pc Vedudden
First aid kit  In the harbour office
Defibrillator  1pc in the harbour office
Water outlets  5pcs Gamla kajen, 2pcs Vasakajen,2pcs Vedudden
Fire extinguishers 2pcs Gamla kajen, 2pcs Vasakajen, 1pc Vedudden,
  1pc Qvillströms plan, 1pc Löjviken, 

In case of fire
Evacuate threatened boats
Contact rescue service and police. Call 112. Answer the operator´s questions calmly 
and sensibly.
Invoke peoples attention.

In case of contamination
Try to fix the problem.
Contact rescue service. Call 112.

In case of accidents
Acute situations. Call 112

Useful telephone numbers when the situation is not acute.
Police daytime  114 14
Rescue service  0491-76 40 50
Medical advice  1177
Poison information 08-33 12 31

Comments to the safety of the harbour can be provided to the harbour host +46-70 373 
54 46


